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Abstract 
Here we report on the impact of annealing and oxidation processes for silicon solar cells performed at low temperatures, in terms 
of how recombination properties at the surface and within the emitter are modified. Results from this experiment show that bulk 
gettering of interstitial iron impurities is also enhanced from these thermal treatments. The addition of the low temperature 
processes also improves the internal quantum efficiency at the short wavelengths. 
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1. Introduction 
Recent studies show that conventional screen printed Si solar cells are limited by emitter SRH recombination 
introduced by silicon phosphide precipitates during the emitter diffusion [1]. These concentration of the precipitates 
are beyond the solid solubility limit of phosphorus in silicon, hence they are electrically inactive and do not 
contribute to reduce the electrical resistance. Rather, they act as active recombination centres within the emitter. 
Another important type of recombination is surface Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination, which highly 
depends on the density of dangling bonds and defects [2]. Thermal oxide passivation can effectively passivate these 
dangling bonds, resulting a reduction of surface SRH recombination [3]. However, a high temperature oxidation 
process is not preferred for industrial screen printed emitters, as the surface doping density can drop substantially 
and result in an increase of contact resistance. Also the concentration of interstitial iron impurities, depending on the 
thermal history, can rise significantly after high temperature thermal oxidation processes. 
To address the problems mentioned above, a low temperature oxidation (LTO) was performed at 800 ºC for 15 
mins after standard POCl3 diffusion to grow a thin oxide without reducing the surface doping density significantly. 
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Subsequently a low temperature annealing (LTA) was performed at 650ºC for 12 hours, with the aim of reducing 
inactive dopants within the emitter and providing more effective gettering of interstitial iron impurities [4, 5]. 
2. Experimental details 
P-type Czochralski (Cz) grown silicon wafers were textured and divided into two groups – gettered and non-
gettered, with all fabrication processes prior to passivation presented in Fig. 1. The former was gettered by 
phosphorus diffusion gettering, forming a 40ȍ/Ƒ followed by an additional texturing process to completely remove 
the heavily doped emitter for both gettered and non-gettered wafers to remain the same wafer thickness. 
Subsequently POCl3 diffusion was performed to both groups of textured wafers and one polished Fz wafer, forming 
a 70 ȍ/Ƒ emitter.  The polished diffused wafer was used to determine the oxide thickness and it was processed with 
other samples together. Each group was divided into four sub-groups for a split of low temperature thermal 
treatments: LTO samples, LTA samples, LTO+LTA samples, and baseline samples without the LTO or LTA 
process. Samples then proceeded to plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) to deposit silicon 
nitride (SiNx) with a refractive index of 2.08 and thickness of 75 nm. Lifetime samples were then subject to belt 
furnace firing with a peak temperature at 855°C with a time over 700°C of 2-3 seconds. Each full sized wafer was 
cut into 3.9 cm by 3.9 cm small tokens, and then screen printed: full area rear side by Monocrystal PASE1203 Al 
paste; and front side, single busbar grid pattern with finger width of 100 μm and spacing of 2.3 mm using DuPont 
PV17 Ag paste. Metal printing was followed by a co-firing, using the same firing profile as for lifetime samples. 
 
 
Fig. 1: sample processing splits prior to passivation 
An electrochemical capacitance-voltage (ECV) analyser was used to measure the doping profiles of each emitter 
mentioned above. Effective minority carrier lifetime was measured using the Sinton WCT-120 tool under quasi-
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steady-state [6], and analysed using the generalized technique [7] . The interstitial iron concentration was 
determined by the Fe-B light dissociation method [8]. Oxide thickness of the polished sample was determined by a 
JA Woollam M-2000VI spectroscopic ellipsometer, to represent the oxide thickness of other samples. Solar cell 
current density-voltage (JV) characteristics were measured on a custom built IV tester at AM1.5 condition. Spectral 
response over the wavelength range of 350 -1300 nm was measured by a PV Measurements QEX7 Spectral 
Response System, while reflectance was measured by a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer 
and spectral absorption data  reported by Duttagupta et al. was used [9], to calculate internal quantum efficiency. 
Contact resistance of the front Ag contacts was determined based on the  transfer-length method (TLM) using a 
custom built TLM tester, provided that finished cells were cut into 5 mm-width strips for measurement. 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Impact of low temperature treatments on emitter electrical recombination properties 
The impacts of low temperature thermal treatments on emitter doping profiles are illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
surface doping concentration was reduced slightly from 3.2x1020/cm3 to 2.2x1020/cm3 after various thermal 
treatments, which allows potential good ohmic contact formation with modern Ag paste. However, the junction 
depth remained at 0.55 μm for all samples. Interestingly, the doping profiles were nearly identical for samples with 
LTA, LTO and LTO+LTA. The reduction in surface doping concentration after low temperature thermal treatments 
suggests 2 changes: the reduction in inactive phosphorus near the surface and the slight drop of active phosphorus as 
a result of this extended thermal process after diffusion. The emitter modification associated with the low 
temperature thermal treatments contributed to the change in emitter electrical recombination properties, which were 
characterized by the dark emitter saturation current density (J0E) values and spectral response measurement. 
Fig. 2: ECV doping profiles of emitters with various thermal treatments 
The effect of low temperature thermal treatments on the J0E values is presented in Fig. 3. Both LTO and LTA 
showed an impact in reducing J0E. As determined by the ellipsometer, LTO was able to grow a 5-nm thin thermal 
oxide to passivate the surface dangling bonds to reduce surface SRH recombination, with subsequent PECVD SiNx 
providing superior passivation impact through hydrogenation. Another potential impact of LTO was that the inactive 
phosphorus rich layer near the surface is partially converted to SiO2, thereby reducing emitter SRH recombination 
and eventually enhancing the emitter minority carrier lifetime. On the other hand, LTA dissolved the SiP 
precipitates within the emitter bulk region [4] or potentially reduced interstitial phosphorus, reducing the emitter 
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SRH recombination. As a result, the combined impact of LTO and LTA provided the lowest J0E by reducing surface 
and emitter SRH recombination, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3: J0E as a function of LTO and LTA on both gettered and non-gettered wafers 
This improvement of emitter and surface quality was also supported by spectral response measurement at short 
wavelengths. Spectral response represents the collection efficiency of light generated carriers contributing to current. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, IQE was enhanced substantially with the application of low temperature thermal treatments, 
comparing to the baseline samples. The enhancement of IQE at short wavelength agreed with the declining trend of 
J0E mentioned above, showing that either emitter or surface SRH recombination or even the combination of both was 
reduced, as a result of passivating dangling bonds or reducing inactive phosphorus during LTO or LTA. This means 
a higher probability for the light generated carriers to be collected and contribute to current before recombination at 
the presence of either surface or emitter defects.  
Fig. 4: IQE at wavelengths from 380 to 700 nm with various low temperature thermal treatments 
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The impact low temperature thermal treatments on emitter electrical recombination was presented by means of 
J0E and spectral response, illustrating a declining trend of J0E and rising trend of short wavelength IQE and indicating 
industrial emitters could be substantially improved through these processes. 
3.2. Effective lifetime dependence on thermal treatments 
Iron impurities can exist in Si lattice in many forms, being able to convert from one form to another after a 
certain thermal treatment. For instance, interstitial iron, which has a high solubility and diffusivity at device 
processing temperatures, can serve as an active deep donor with a significant capture cross section, thereby 
providing a substantial amount of active recombination sites due to its high surface area with the surrounding Si 
lattice[5]. While the conversion of interstitial iron to precipitated iron, which can occur via nucleation or growth 
during thermal treatments, is able to effectively reduce the presence of the more detrimental iron point defects, i.e. 
interstitial iron [10, 11]. Hence a conversion approach to reduce the interstitial iron concentration [Fei] is highly 
valuable for Si wafers with metallic impurities. 
As shown in Fig. 5, [Fei] shows a strong dependence on the thermal treatments. Post-diffusion LTA provided a 
significant impact on reducing [Fei], to a sufficiently low level that cannot be determined accurately using the light 
dissociation method. This suggests most Fei has converted to the less harmful precipitate form [12].Improved 
emitter quality (reduced emitter SRH recombination) and reduced [Fei] result in lower emitter and bulk 
recombination, respectively. As a result, the effective lifetime (Ĳeff) was improved due to the post-diffusion LTA, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5. However, post-diffusion LTO increased [Fei], especially on the non-gettered wafers as 
demonstrated in Fig. 5. Two potential mechanisms could be included during LTO: 1) precipitated irons were 
dissolved and converted back to the more detrimental point defect state, and 2) interstitial irons gettered within the 
phosphorus-diffused emitter gained sufficient thermal energy to enhance its diffusivity, travelling to the bulk of the 
wafer [13]. Besides the increase in [Fei], LTO grew a thin passivation oxide which plays an important role in 
reducing surface SRH recombination, thereby lowering J0E as illustrated in Fig. 3. Based on the trade-off between 
the [Fei] enhancement and J0E reduction, Ĳeff of gettered and non-gettered wafers responded differently to the LTO 
process. The low [Fei] gettered wafers could benefit from the reduction in J0E and low [Fei] after LTO, having a net 
increase in Ĳeff (~140 μs), as demonstrated by Fig. 5. For non-gettered wafers, although there was a significant 
reduction in J0E, the adverse influence of high [Fei] outweighed the benefit of low J0E, illustrating a net decrease in 
Ĳeff (~55μs). 
Fig. 5: a) Interstitial iron concentration and b) effective lifetime as a function of thermal treatments 
It is important to note that [Fei] enhanced by LTO could be reduced again and restored to the as-diffused level by 
performing LTA after LTO, as presented in Fig. 5. When comparing the gettered and non-gettered samples after 
LTO, the difference in [Fei] was substantial, showing that iron impurities could be brought to the interstitial iron 
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state in the wafer bulk due to the LTO process, especially on the non-gettered samples. However for both samples, 
[Fei] was reduced back to the original as-diffused level after LTA. This indicates that most of Fei from the LTO 
were able to be gettered externally or internally during LTA, reducing the bulk recombination [14]. As illustrated in 
Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, J0E, IQE and [Fei] were the 3 evidences to justify the positive impacts as a result of 
combining LTO and LTA: reducing surface SRH recombination by growing a thin thermal oxide, reducing emitter 
SRH recombination by reducing inactive phosphorus, and reducing bulk recombination by reducing [Fei]. Therefore 
both gettered and non-gettered wafers, which have been through diffusion then subsequently LTO and LTA, showed 
the highest Ĳeff values (~165 μs) among all variations. 
3.3. Impacts of low temperature treatments on screen-printed solar cell results 
Screen printed solar cells results are presented in Fig. 6. VOC increased from 633 mV (baseline) to 641 mV 
(LTO+LTA) due to the improved emitter properties, i.e. reduction in J0E. However, the non-gettered samples did not 
show a VOC drop even with the LTO samples as suggested from the decrease in Ĳeff of symmetrical lifetime samples, 
due to the potential Al gettering of the Fei during the Al BSF formation [15]. JSC increased with LTO and/or LTA, 
which agrees with the IQE improvement at short wavelengths in Fig. 4, proving the reduction in emitter and/or 
surface SRH recombination.  
Fig. 6: Performance results of screen printed solar cells 
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However, despite the increase in VOC and JSC after LTO, LTA, and the combination of LTO and LTA, there was 
only 0.2% increase in absolute cell efficiency.  This minimal efficiency increase was caused by the declining trend 
of FF. When thermal treatments were applied, there was an increase in series resistance (RS) and more specifically 
increased the metal contact resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 7. To further demonstrate the benefit of LTO and LTA 
on cell performance, a slightly more heavily doped emitter can be formed to address RS issue. Also the impact of 
reducing inactive phosphorus would be more pronounced on emitters with more inactive dopants. 
Fig. 7: dependence between ȡC and thermal treatments 
4. Conclusion 
To address the issues that limit the performance of industrial screen-printed solar cells, low temperature thermal 
treatments were used in this study to reduce recombination associated with POCl3 diffusion, and positive impacts 
were observed on Si wafer quality.  
In the regard of improving the carrier lifetime within the emitters, LTO effectively grew a thin thermal oxide to 
provide excellent surface passivation, thereby reducing surface SRH recombination. Another benefit from LTO was 
the partial conversion of inactive-phosphorus-rich layer to thermal oxide, reducing emitter SRH recombination. On 
the other hand, the electrically inactive phosphorus were reduced during the LTA process, resulting in lower emitter 
SRH recombination. As a result of these two factors, J0E could be substantially reduced through the reduction in 
emitter SRH and surface SRH recombination. 
Another benefit from the LTA process was that the effective gettering of Fei during the LTA as the last thermal 
treatment. One important finding was that [Fei], which were tremendously enhanced during the LTO, could be 
reduced substantially to the as-diffused level through either external or internal gettering. As a result, bulk lifetime 
of the Si wafer was enhanced due to the significant reduction of [Fei] after the LTA process. 
The LTO and LTA treatments provided effective lifetime improvement by reducing J0E and [Fei]. Nonetheless, 
only an absolute 0.2% efficiency gain was observed regardless of the significant enhancement of VOC and JSC, due 
to the increase in ȡC and therefore the decline in FF. In order to fully utilize the benefits from these low temperature 
thermal treatments on industrial emitters, further development and research is necessary to reduce the front contact 
resistance via using high performance Ag paste or forming a heavier emitter, provided that drawbacks of heavy 
emitters could be potentially addressed by the LTO and LTA treatments mentioned in this paper. 
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